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Strange Room to Open
Field 23.04.2019 The
Late Show’s Josh Blue
may be a comedian.
But, as we have seen
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on his web series and
Twitter, he is no

stranger to the darker
corners of human

decency. Some of his
most recent sketches
have been of social

justice issues, such as
op-eds that read as
though they were

written by a dog. He
thoughtfully critiques

the people’s obsession
with making their
private Facebook

information, private,
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while simultaneously
having enough time to
downplay our collective
obsession with it. Josh

also spends a lot of
time mocking the

pseudo-intellectual
movements of the left,

especially on the
subject of sex. We are
delighted to announce
that Josh and his team

have created a new
sketch series on

Twitter. ‘Open Field’, as
it has been titled, is
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‘about sex’. Josh is, of
course, a master

satirist, but Open Field
marks a welcome

change from his usual
audience-baiting target
of the right wing, and

offers up a more
genuine slice of what it
means to be part of the
online UK community.
The team behind Open
Field include journalist,
writer and comedian

Emma Hughes, Bristol
based filmmaker Sarah
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Robertson and Sara
Stewart, a comedian
and writer. Each of
them have been

involved in many TV
projects before,

including The Late
Show’s Head of Content
Steph Wells-Dickey, and

have a history of
comedy and sketch-

writing. Josh is the one
constant, and one of

the main reasons why
we asked him to join us.

‘Josh’s skills as a
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comedian are rather
rare, but his love of

writing and his
enthusiasm and

sincerity as a human
being makes him a

fantastic addition to the
team.’ Steph They’ve
drawn up a few pilot
scripts, each of which
features a compelling
story and some really

topical dialogue, as well
as topical, punchy

jokes. The series will be
made available to
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watch for free on
Twitter, and will also be
added to the channel’s
YouTube page over the
coming months, and if it

works out well, could
develop into an on-air

podcast. To view a
sneak peak of one of

the scenes, just follow
this link or search

Twitter. ‘Open Field’ is
due to go live later this

month. 6d1f23a050
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